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Executive Summary

Background and Rationale

Tourism is Jordan’s largest industry. As at end of 2008, its contribution to Jordan’s GDP
stood at 14%. The industry employs today around 38,000 direct employees and Jordan’s
tourism receipts stood at JOD 2.1 billion or roughly US$ 3.0 billion.

Under the 2004-2010 National Tourism Strategy [NTS] Jordan set several objectives,

mainly, to increase receipts from JOD 570 million in 2003 to JOD 1.3 by 2010 and increase

tourism-supported jobs from 40,791 in 2003 to 91,719 by 2010 or creating over 51,000

jobs.

While Jordan has delivered on the first  objective with flying colors  it  has faltered on the

second objective.

The tourism industry still lacks due recognition of its true value to the economy by both

the public at large as well as policy makers and opinion formers. They recognize the

industry as one of the important economic sectors but not its full potential and how it can

impact their own livelihoods in terms of job creation and community development. To

exacerbate the human resource challenge, employment in the sector is often stigmatized

by families deeming it too liberal and not fit for women, or as an industry inferior to other

“more prestigious” professions for males. This has resulted in the sector’s inability to

attract sufficiently skilled or trained employees.  Often, employment in the sector is the

choice of last resort. The industry itself seems also not to have been a ‘goodwill

ambassador’ either. It is still perceived as a weak sector that does not offer job security or

career path.

Introduction

In order to mobilize support for the industry among policy makers, the business

community and the opinion shapers for a better recognition of the true values of tourism,

in addition to motivating the industry to offer greater endorsement of job opportunities

as viable careers while also affecting a shift in attitudes and forging positive perceptions

and dispositions towards the industry, it is deemed necessary to implement a multi-track

national public awareness campaign that targets these audiences.

Policymakers from both the executive and legislative branches need to ensure policy

reform requirements are prioritized and addressed effectively. This will ensure sufficient
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investment by the Government of Jordan in international tourism promotion through the

Jordan Tourism Board [JTB],  and the creation of  an enabling environment for  its  growth

(such as promoting the concept of private sector management of publicly-owned tourism

assets). The business community is encouraged to invest in the industry and to recognize

the growth potential while entrepreneurs will be more encouraged to participate in new

tourism product development. Opinion formers, such as academia, labor unionists,

political party leaders and importantly the media need to act as pressure groups in

support of such endeavors.

The  industry  itself  needs  to  come  out  as  a  ‘spokesman  of  goodwill  for  the  industry’;  a

leader that sets an example for innovation, good labor relations, and above evoke trust,

inspiration and aspiration. Jobs in tourism should be re-positioned as the career of choice.

On the community level the population must become more aware of the potential impact

of tourism industry on their immediate vicinity and the country as a whole in terms of job

creation and economic livelihood, more aware that tourism is a socially ‘acceptable’

academic and a ‘respectable’ career choice for their children, in particular for their

daughters. Increased public awareness can also serve as a reminder of Jordanian

hospitality traditions to be more open to accepting an influx of foreign and local tourists

who have other lifestyles but basically similar values.

An increase in public awareness also contributes to the accelerated implementation of the

National Tourism Strategy, specifically to highlight the importance of tourism, and the

urgency of supporting regulatory and institutional change that would result in the

implementation of the NTS, and increased economic opportunities for Jordan.

Preceding the design and implementation of a national awareness campaign, a follow up

National Tourism Awareness Survey was designed and conducted in order to measure

the level of awareness of the importance of tourism, establish economic and social

perceptions towards the industry, to gauge outlooks and goodwill. The survey findings, in

addition to a number of assessments and indicators, is designed to  provide a roadmap

and a rationale for developing an overall communications strategy that is best suited to

affect the needed shift in attitudes and the desired change in public awareness,  official

support and industry endorsement.
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Summary of Findings

Jordanians of all walks of life recognize tourism as one of the important economic

sectors but not the direct impact of tourism on their own lives through job

creation and development.

They recognize its growth and witness its advancement.

They still do not recognize tourism as a potential future career venue for their own

children. It lacks the ‘social glamour’.

Parents continue to see the ‘future’ of their children in other academic disciplines

and fields.

Parents are still overwhelmed by social prejudices against the tourism industry.

Social status, traditions, especially where females are concerned, and religion play

a major role in such a mindset.

Hospitality and tourism have not yet made their grand debut in the hearts and

minds of the general public.

They lack the awareness about the ‘true’ economic credentials of the industry in

terms of career potential, job security, market needs, and other fringe benefits.

One of the obstacles they see towards attracting larger numbers of tourists to

their own areas, apart from infrastructural and promotional shortcomings, is

importantly ‘lack of interest’ by the local community.

In support of parents’ preference for a ‘certificate’ of some sort the overwhelming

majority of high-school students opt for higher studies.

A tiny negligible minority opts for Community Colleges.

A tourism academic specialization for high-school students at university is not a

primary choice. A tiny minority would contemplate that academic route.

Parents are the primary ‘career counselors’ for graduating students…

Teachers still play a small role.

Many factors play a role: grades, parents’ and family influence as well as social

status and social prejudices.

Lack of awareness on the ‘economic’ benefits of the industry itself is another

important reason, such as pay, benefits, job security and career prospects i.e.

economic misconceptions.

Students who have chosen an tourism specialization in higher educational

institutions are generally very happy with their choice. Yet, and especially at

universities, students have reservations, some major, on quality of education,

curricula and practical training opportunities.

Tourism industry ‘insiders’, patrons and employees and teachers and trainers,

endorse the success of the industry and its advancement.

There is good level of contentment by those who work in the industry.
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Offered training seems to be adequate but not relevant. Further career

development for employees can only serve to make the industry more attractive.

Industry must work on enhancing trade ‘endorsements’ such as career path and

job security along with wage standards.

Patrons still find it difficult to recruit ‘quality’ personnel and claim low levels of

skills; one more reason for educational institutions to review curricula and

education quality.

Less than half of opinion formers, including policy makers, recognize the high

level of growth the tourism sector has achieved. They don’t see however the

industry growing considerably over the next three years.

When it comes to industry knowledge, through ‘facts and figures’, opinion formers

were not that knowledgeable. In fact, only small minorities of the opinion formers

were able to give the right responses in a multiple choice exercise about the

contribution of tourism to GDP, number of direct employees in the tourism

industry and tourism receipts.

Almost half of opinion formers blame the official tourism patron of not doing

much in terms of promotional activities. Opinion formers see main advantages of

tourism mainly country and product promotion, receipts, infrastructure, job

creation and exposure to other cultures. They also see certain disadvantages such

as foreign culture, price increases and disadvantages to other economic sectors.

Recommendations

In order to raise levels of awareness and concern among the Jordanian general public as

well as policy makers and opinion formers of the economic importance of tourism to the

Jordanian economy in  general,  and  among  the  local  communities  where  tourist

attractions and sites are located in specific, of the achievements and successes of the

hospitality and tourism industry and of the opportunities that the hospitality and tourism

industry offers today in terms of job creation, career opportunities, career path, future

security and collateral benefits; and in order to correct major misconceptions and

mitigate cultural and social bias against the hospitality and tourism industry, a full-

fledged communications and outreach strategy may assist in solving the main issues,

challenges and problems as indicated in the survey findings along the following

parameters:

Tourism is the most important economic sector [as at end 2008]

o With a 14% contribution to GDP

o Direct employment of 38,000 job opportunities

o Generating national receipts of JOD 2.1 billion
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Tourism can contribute to job creation and the development in local touristic

communities and areas and can have a direct impact on their lives.

Feature a high profile success area.

Tourism is a potential future career venue for the youth [indirectly correcting

social prejudices against the work in the hospitality and tourism industry]. Feature

role models of proud young men and women who work in the industry [success

stories including women] as a form of credible endorsement.

Tourism offers an academic track [as good and prestigious as other academic

disciplines and fields] with a BA Certificate or Diploma.

Answer popular demand for some sort of ‘certificate’.

Raise awareness about the ‘true’ economic credentials of the industry in terms of

career potential [training], job security, social security, medical insurance …etc.

Turn ‘lack of interest’ by the local community into a positive driver for raising

quality standards of local outlets, site management and investment as well as

correcting negative attitudes and behavior towards foreign and local tourists.

[Tourists are ‘your’ guests. Show Jordanian hospitality. Honesty in dealing with

tourists. Make the right impression. Jordan’s tourism industry depends on you].

Use the ‘insiders’, hospitality and tourism patrons and employees, teachers and

trainers to endorse the success and the advancement of the industry.

Turn such advancement into a source of pride for the country and its people.

Employ the good level of contentment to work for the industry’s goodwill and

image vis-à-vis the general public.

Direct personal outreach to Policy Makers and Legislators [Ministry of Tourism and

Jordan Tourism Board]

Create more interest and induce a higher level of engagement with the official

tourism patrons to acquire better knowledge of issues and regulatory problems.

How they can use their own ‘influence’ and endorsement to support the provision

of major required funding for promotion.

Highlight  to opinion formers the main advantages of  tourism mainly country and

product promotion, receipts, job creation and exposure to other cultures.

Bring industry patrons and education principals together to elevate quality of education

and achieve relevance of curricula and training.

Pressure industry patrons to regulate and establish pay scales and compensation

packages that are attractive, competitive and above market rates and fair.
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Methodology

In follow up to a national tourism awareness survey that was conducted during Feb-Mar

2006, a major national survey was conducted between May 7 and 21, 2009 that covered

four types of target audiences through 11 separate surveys:

1) A national household survey of Jordanian parents, branded for the purpose of the

survey as ‘Career Influencers’;

2) A national survey of four types of students at high-schools, vocational training centers,

community colleges and universities in both academic and hotel & hospitality tracks,

branded for the purpose of the survey as ‘Career Deciders’;

3) A survey of hospitality and tourism industry patrons [establishment owners], workers

and employees as well as teachers and trainers at all four abovementioned types of

educational institutions, branded for the purpose of the survey as ‘Career Endorsers’;

4) A survey of ‘Opinion Formers’ that include high ranking state officials [policy makers].

The objective of conducting these surveys was to measure level of awareness by the

Jordanian public of the importance of tourism to the Jordanian economy and job creation;

gauge industry relevant economic and social perceptions, as well as economic and social

misconceptions that could constitute an obstacle to the viability and prosperity of the

tourism industry as whole, and to the industry attracting needed entrants.

Sample Frame
The confidence level 95%, margin of error ±2.5
Target Group Sampling Method Sample Size

and Specifics
Interview
Method

1. Household Heads Systematic
random sample

1000 households across the Kingdom
Adults 24 years +
Male 49% & female 51%
94% married – 3% never married – 3%
divorced/widowed
50% parents having children in high school
classes 10th, 11th and 12th

In-home
face-to-
face [FTF]
interviews

2. Vocational Training
Center Tourism Track
Students

Simple random
sample

151 students
Male 56% & female 44%
116 students in 11th Class
35 students  in 12th

FTF
interviews
at training
center

3. High School Students
Tourism Vocational
Track

Stratified
systematic sample

331 students
Male 93% & female 7%
188 students in 11th Class
143 students in 12th Class

FTF
interviews
at school

4. High School Students
 Non-Tourism Track

Stratified
systematic sample

782 students
Male 49% & female 51%
136 students in 10th Class or 17% 345
students in 11th Class or 44% 301
students in 12th Class or 39%
513 Public Schools

FTF
interviews
at school
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269 Private Schools
315 students of Science stream or 49%
204 students at Arts stream or 32%
127 students other streams:
MIS [16%], Agriculture [1%] and Industry [2%]
branches or 19%

5. Community College
Students Tourism Track

Stratified
systematic sample

150 students
Male 82% & female 18%
103 students in  11th Class
47 students in 12th Class

FTF
interviews
at
community
college

6. Community College
Students Non-Tourism
Track

Stratified
systematic sample

154 students
Male 47% & female 53%
78 students in 11th Class
76 students in 12th Class

FTF
interviews
at
community
college

7. University Students
Tourism Specialization

Stratified
systematic sample

213 students
Male 73% & female 27%
28 students in 1st year or 13%
63 students in 2nd year or 30%
63 students in 3rd year or 30%
59 students in 4th year or 28%

FTF
interviews
at
university

8. University Students
Non-Tourism
Specialization

Stratified
systematic sample

431 students
Male 50% & female 50%
116 students in 1st year or 27%
110 students in 2nd year or 26%
106 students in 3rd year or 25%
99 students in 4th year or 23%

FTF
interviews
at
university

9. Tourism Industry
Patrons and Employees

Stratified
systematic sample

237 employees and labourers
Male 92% & female 8%
63  at  hotels,  53  at  restaurants,  41  at  travel
offices,  10  at  car  rentals,  30  taxi  drivers  and
40 travel guides
In addition to 51 patrons:
21 hotel owners,
20 restaurant owners
and 10 travel office owners

FTF
interviews
at place of
work

10. H & T Teachers and
Trainers

Stratified
systematic sample

148 teachers and trainers
Male 84% & female 16%
35 at University , 33 at Community College,
44 at High Schools and 36 at Vocational
Centers

FTF
interviews
at place of
work

11. Opinion Formers Stratified
systematic sample

162 opinion formers
Male 90% & female 10%
60 Senior Government Officials, 20
Parliamentarians, 20 Political Party Leaders,
20 Unionists, 22 Journalists and 20 Business
People

Telephone
interviews
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Analysis and Reporting Rationale

As the name suggests, we are dealing with a Tourism Awareness Survey which its findings

will constitute the road map and the infrastructure for an integrated communications

strategy that should be targeted at the Jordanian public at large and specific target

audiences with the objective of raising the level of awareness of the prime importance of

tourism industry to Jordan, its economy and the creation of job opportunities. Another

equally if not more important ingredient of this communications strategy is to make a

shift in the current opinions and perceptions of the people of Jordan towards a more

positive and conscious disposition of the advantages of tourism to the livelihood of the

average Jordanian household and the promise this industry holds for the youth, job

market and future generations.

With this objective in mind, we chose to carry out the analysis according to target

audience breakdown that helps develop specific messages and a communications strategy

not only to the public at large but also to select audiences, as well as help establish an

‘impact-full’, effective and cost conscious media strategy.

These audiences have been identified as follows:

1. Career Influencers

2. Career Deciders

3. Career Endorsers and

4. Policy Makers/Regulators
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Analysis of Survey Findings

Section I. CAREER INFLUENCERS
Household Heads HH [Parents 94%, single-never married 3% and divorced/widowed 3%]

Asked to assess its importance to the Jordanian economy compared to other economic
sectors, household heads [HH heads] ranked the Tourism Sector in fourth place after
manufacturing, agriculture and trade, falling short from the fact that Tourism is the
Kingdom’s most important sector.

However, while HH heads ranked the sector in forth place they recognized the growth of
the tourism sector within the past three years, ranking it in second place, followed by the
telecom and construction sectors.

Comparing tourism with other sectors, HH heads also recognized that the tourism sector
has achieved the second highest growth rate after telecom as 35% of HH heads estimated
the telecom sector to have achieved the highest level of growth in the last three years
against 21% for tourism. Sectors they perceived as ‘more important’ to the Jordanian
economy, namely manufacturing, agriculture and trade, trailed behind. HH heads
positively projected the great potential of the tourism industry and predicted tourism
will grow in the coming three years as the second fastest growing sector.
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Out of all sectors, 27% of HH heads predict tourism will achieve the highest growth in the
coming three years equally followed by telecom at a similar percent. HH heads also
estimate that the tourism industry will create the most jobs after  manufacturing  and
trade sectors.

HH heads believe that the tourism sector has made considerable advancement compared
to neighboring Arab countries. On a scale from 1 to 10, tourism scored 7.3 or 73%.
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They also believe certain sectors of the tourism industry are ‘advanced’ to a great deal,
primarily the hotel and restaurant sectors.

Table 1 – Industry Sector Advancement – ‘Well advanced’ Responses

Industry Sector HH Heads

Hotel 48%

Restaurants 50

Travel Offices 42

Inbound Tour Operators 33

Tour Guides 34

Car Rentals Agencies 55

Handcrafts 37

In brief, Jordanian parents recognize tourism as ‘an’ important sector, recognize its
growth and predict potential further growth. They however don’t see its contribution to
overall national job creation.  This finding is further endorsed when the study probed the
perceptions of Jordanians on this specific aspect of tourism at the local community levels.
37% of Jordanian households said they were in the vicinity of a tourist site/attraction. Half
of those or 51% recognize the fact that such tourist sites have contributed to the
development of the area or just 19% of total sample. Similarly, as little as 29% of those
same households recognized that these sites have contributed to the creation of job
opportunities or a mere 10% of the total sample.  This might explain the fact that other
sectors are perceived to create more jobs than tourism.

These same respondents also recognized the shortcomings and the obstacles to attracting
larger numbers of tourists to their areas. In response to a closed question they mentioned
lack of promotion at 23%, lack of public facilities [restrooms, restaurants…etc] at 21%,
lack of interest by the local community at 17% and weak site management at 15%.

Graph 6 - Obstacles & Shortcomings to Local Tourism
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As perceptions are shaped by first hand experience and exposure, we asked these career
influencers about their latest traveling activities.

Almost half of Jordanian HH heads traveled for one night stay or more in the past three
years within Jordan; 63% to Aqaba, 13% to Petra, 8% to Dead Sea, 4% to Wadi Rum, 2% to
Ma’in Springs and Jersah. Travel to other sites/attractions was negligible.

Asked if there were any main obstacles to visiting the tourism sites and attractions in
Jordan respondents quoted mainly financial reasons and affordability at 44% combined,
followed by transportation and distances at 18% as the main two obstacles followed by
lack  of  public  facilities  [restaurants  and  rest  rooms]  at  12%  and  promotion  at  6%  .  The
affordability  factor  could  maybe  explain  low  overnight  stays  at  Petra  and  the  Dead  Sea
and other places. Moreover, Jordanian households are 5 members on average without the
extended family that includes grand parents and other live-ins which makes
transportation a real issue besides the cost issue.

Nevertheless, many Jordanians visited the following sites at some point in time:
Table 2 – Sites Visited

YES Visited Site Households % YES Visited Site Households %

Roman Ruins in Jerash 82 Aqaba 74

Dead Sea 89 Petra 44

Ma’in Springs 55 Wadi Rum 31

Amphitheatre Amman 82 Dana Reserve 22

Mount Nebo in Madaba 23 Afra Springs 18

Baptism Site 26 Ajloun Castle 68

Kerak Castle 40 Umm Qais 65

Graph 7 - Obstacles to Visiting Sites
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There is a low mention of Christian sites, as well as Dana/Afra Springs in the Tafeyleh area.
In the case of the latter, as well as Wadi Rum, the distance or simply lifestyle may seem to
be the reason.

In contrast 40% of Jordanian HH heads traveled for one night stay or more in the past
three years abroad. If we exclude the ‘Umra’ and Hajj trips to Saudi Arabia, main
destinations were Syria, Lebanon, Egypt and Turkey. In fact these destinations exceed the
popularity of some local sites for reasons of affordability, novelty and ‘foreign’ travel.
Most of these destinations seem to be less expensive than say Aqaba or the Dead Sea
according to travel agency offered package tours.

Perceptions are also shaped by word of mouth as well, in particular by members of family,
friends or associates. This helps position the industry or one of its sectors in our mind.
One in four Jordanian HH heads knows one family  member,  a  friend or an acquaintance
who works in the tourism industry. Hence one in four Jordanian parents can build an
impression of some sort about the industry, what it offers and level of satisfaction from
such work.
18% of those they know work as tour guides, 9% as travel office owners, 5% as travel
office employees, 8% as receptionists, 5% as hotel employees, 19% as chefs/chef
assistants, 10% as waiters, 2% as restaurant employees, 5% as drivers, 3% as a tourism
site employees and 10% either as hotel owners/executives/food & beverage managers.
The remaining 6% work in other jobs.

On the whole, 61% of those they knew claimed [to the respondents] to have been
satisfied with their job VS 27% who were somewhat satisfied and a tiny minority of 9%
who were little or not at all satisfied.
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Building such perceptions will also determine to a great extent the way we influence

our own sons and daughters to take up certain jobs in the tourism industry by

encouraging or discouraging them. Our own culture, traditions, misconceptions and

prejudices play also a major and often a detrimental role in the academic choices of

our own children, their career choices and eventually their future lives. Finally

such prejudices and convictions play also a role when we are dealing

discriminately with a son or daughter.
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These social perceptions are further boosted by parents’ economic perceptions of the
industry itself, how secure and fair a future and how acceptable a ‘social status’ the
industry can offer to their children. This is made evident by the choices of jobs that
parents would encourage their sons and daughters to take up.  The industry has still to
work very hard to attract young men and women as well as changing perceptions that it
can be also rewarding and ‘respectful’, for girls in particular, to take up jobs in the
industry.

Just in May 2006 the job of an air hostess stood at 32% acceptability [proprietary survey].
Today it stands at 40%. The same applies for a receptionist job for girls; it stood at 15% in
the same survey. Today it stands at 24%.
Source: May 2006/Proprietary Survey

Question to PARENTS.
Assuming one of your sons was looking for a job, and one of the following jobs was offered to
him, would you encourage him to take it up, discourage him or leave it up to him?

Type of Job for
MALES

Encourage

%

Discourage % Up to
him
%

Total

%
Public Taxi Driver 45 43 12 100
Public Bus Driver 43 45 12 100
Messenger Boy 32 57 11 100
Porter 22 67 11 100
Security Guard 43 46 11 100
Waiter 35 53 12 100
Cook 37 51 12 100

Graph 9 - Encourage Son/Daughter
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Source: May 2006/Proprietary Survey

Question to PARENTS.
Assuming one of your daughters was looking for a job, and one of the following jobs was
offered to her, would you encourage her to take it up, discourage her or leave it up to her?

Type of Job for
FEMALES

Encourage

%

Discourage % Up to
him
%

Total

%
 Secretary in Private Sector 23 70 7 100
 Secretary in Public Sector 37 57 6 100
Air Hostess 32 63 5 100
Receptionist 15 80 5 100
Waitress 4 93 3 100
Sales Woman 14 81 5 100

At the time of conducting this Tourism Awareness Survey almost two thirds of Jordanian
parents or 67% had one family member or acquaintance in the age of joining a university
or  community  college  in  the  next  two  years.  This  percent  was  much  higher  [79%]  for
parents in the age group 40-49 years 33% of whom had a son and 34% a daughter, 12% a
nephew and 6% a niece among others who were in the relevant age.
38% of parents in the age group 50+ years had a son, and 31% a daughter. These figures
represent a lot of young men and women to influence their choice of the right academic
and/or career path.

If asked for an advice, 62% of parents said they would encourage their sons and 44%
would encourage their daughters and 67% would encourage their nephews to study a
tourism specialization.  Those who would encourage do that because they believe tourism
offers job opportunities [at 23%], a good career path [at 18%], personal choice [at 21%],
financial reward [at 18%] and other reasons [at 20%]. Those who would discourage their
children do that because of social negative perceptions at a high 53%, no interest at 20%,
no future at 6%, no job opportunities at 9%, and no financial reward at 5%.

When parents were probed further to spell out whether jobs in tourism were considered
under what is called the ‘shame culture’ there was a consensus that they were not.

Graph 10 - Shame Culture
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To explain such contradictions, the study questions if those
same parents object to their sons or daughters to take up
certain jobs in tourism, and those who do not see various
jobs  as  ‘shameful’  then  why  do  they  encourage  them  to
study an tourism specialization?

Is it probably because they are most concerned with their
sons or daughters earning a ‘Shahadeh’ or a ‘Degree’ from a
University or a recognized educational institution that the
study option does not really matter?

Or is it a message to the tourism industry and
regulators/legislators, coming loud and clear, to offer job
and salary security, to offer job benefits like social security
and medical insurance and better working hours?

Are the social barriers so strong it will most probably need
another  generation  of  parents  and  the  public  in  general  to
start perceiving job opportunities on their skill relevance,
suitability of academic achievement and career prospects
rather than newly formed social and religious
misconceptions and other prejudices?

The study probed parents further on overall job preference;
public service against jobs in the tourism industry or private
sector. The reply was loud and clear.
66%  would  still  opt  for  a  Government  job  and  only  17%
would opt for a job in the tourism industry. The reasons
against as clearly indicated in the following graph relate directly to pay, job security,
benefits and working conditions. At the same time public service has always been the top
preference in competition with all sectors of the economy.
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decade such a boom.

Meeting labor demands in
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of age.

Both sectors require a

lower set of skills or skills

that can be acquired short

term and do not

necessarily require major

academic

accomplishments.

Is it then a question of

‘work ethics’ and ‘value

of work’ that plague the

recruitment industry?

Is working in tourism

just another ‘private

sector’ job that the

majority of Jordanians

still shun?
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Summary
Household Heads

As primary career influencers, parents recognize tourism as an important
economic sector. They recognize its growth and witness its advancement.
However, they do not see the true value of this important economic sector in
particular its direct impact on their own lives. Household heads living near or
around tourism sites do not see tourism contributing to the development of their
areas or the generation of job opportunities.

These perceptions have maybe influenced parents not to recognize tourism as a
potential future career venue for their own children. Tourism lacks the ‘social
glamour’. Parents continue to see the future of their children in other academic
disciplines and fields unless they don’t qualify for higher education in which case
they choose tourism for being the more ‘glamorous’ of all vocations.

Moreover, parents are still overwhelmed by social prejudices against sending their
children to work in the hospitality and tourism industry. Social status, traditions,
especially where females are concerned, and religion play a major role in such a
mindset.  Hospitality and tourism have not yet made their grand debut in the
hearts  and  minds  of  the  general  public  in  spite  of  the  fact  that  they  don’t  admit
jobs in the sector classify under the ‘shame culture’. Parents like other industry
‘outsiders’ lack the awareness about the ‘true’ economic credentials of the
industry in terms of career potential, job security, market needs, and other fringe
benefits. Here we see the industry itself making its case not only by putting
forward ‘testimonials of success’ but also competitive regulations and benefits.

A quarter of Jordanian parents know a relative or a friend who works in the sector
and who seems to be satisfied with that choice yet they still see the sector qualify
for other than their own children. This probably has its origins in the conventional
wisdom that a ‘certificate’ of some sort is all they wish for their children. It is the
cohort  effects  of  the  political  history  of  the  region  that  make  parents  believe  “a
man’s future is better guaranteed by a college/university certificate”, “a job s/he
can lose but a ‘certificate’ is a lifetime economic passport” or simply they want
their children to “graduate” and here lies the potential for the future generation to
cast off their prejudices against the industry. Give them that ‘certificate’.

On the other hand, there is still an ongoing debate on why youth still shun
‘vocational’ training. Is it issues of pay levels, job security and benefits or social
status and culture? Or is it simply an issue of work value and ethics?
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Section II. CAREER DECIDERS
Students at Schools, Vocational Centers, Community Colleges and Universities

In  support  of  what  was  stated  earlier  about  the  ‘magic  word’  ‘shahadeh’  or  the
‘Certificate’ from a University that is an ultimate destination for the youth of both sexes,
96% of high school students who have taken the [non-vocational] academic track plan to
join a university after completing high-school studies, 95% male and 98% female, and only
2% a community college.

85% of school students who are in the non-vocational/academic 10th, 11th and 12th grades
have already decided on type of academic pursuit. The nearer to school completion
students are the ‘less  decided’  they are on such academic pursuit;  91% decided for  10th

graders, 86% for 11th graders and 81% for 12th graders. Is it perhaps at this time that
career ‘counseling’ be applied at schools with the end of promoting Hospitality & Tourism
specialization at either university or community college in particular that just a tiny
minority of less than 2% expressed interest in pursuing an academic specialization in the
field of tourism compared to the traditional other university disciplines.  Tourism is not in
a top of mind slot for academic pursuits for Jordanians.

When asked if they had a person in mind who would help them or guide them decide on
an academic pursuit 78% of school students said they would seek the advice of 1) father
35%, 2) mother 24%, 3) brother 11%, 4) friends 11% and way at the end of the list comes
the teacher 5%. It becomes obvious that the teacher has over the years lost ‘influence’
and ‘trust status’ to father and mother who in most cases are still the ‘custodians’ of many
conservative outlooks and/or misconceptions and prejudices vis-à-vis professions

Graph 15 - Academic Pursuit
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‘outside’ the social status norms. In the same May 2006 Proprietary Survey quoted earlier,
over one third of Jordanian university students claimed they chose their academic
pursuits to please their parents, and over 50% of Jordanian university students then were
ready or eager to ‘drop out’ of their chosen academic specialization.

In spite of this low preference rate for tourism, as many as 13% of these high school
students considered for a moment choosing an tourism specialization the majority of
whom or 73% on grounds of ‘personal interest and desire’. This means, and assuming
parents’ encouragement was granted, the number of students seeking an tourism
specialization would have probably jumped to 6% [from 2% - Graph 15].

In comparison, those high school students who said they did not consider for a moment
an tourism specialization [87% of all respondents] did so because they simply had no
interest, 49%. However, and this is most telling, 31% or almost one third of those high
school students who said they were seeking advice and guidance from a particular person,
chose not to because of social misconceptions [like social status, no self-realization,
parents, traditions, religion and vocational VS academic] and a further 11% because of
economic misconceptions [no future, no job opportunities, low salaries…etc] and a whole
5%, all school girls, because tourism was not appropriate for a girl. And should we decide
to disqualify those who simply had no interest or 49% from our calculations then we end
up with almost 70% [61% social reasons and 9% ‘not for a girl’].

Had these ‘non-deciders’ been positively guided towards choosing an tourism
specialization and/or these social misconceptions been at least mitigated, the number of
tourism  ‘deciders’  would  have  had  increased  in  spite  of  a  ‘disapproval’  rate  of  33%  by
parents [following graph].

Graph 16 - Reason NOT to Choose H&T
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Nevertheless as many as 48% of respondents said they knew a colleague/friend or a
relative who opted for an tourism specialization.
Moreover, as many as 38% knew of a colleague/friend or relative who actually works in
the tourism industry; 48% in a hotel, 20% in a travel office, 10% as a tour guide, 10% at a
tourism site, and just 2% at a restaurant. Still 42% and 47% have a reason or more not to
work in a hotel or restaurant respectively.

Graph 17 - Possible Parents Approval
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While  working  in  a  travel  office  or  as  a  tour  guide  seems  to  earn  a  higher  favorability,
working in either a hotel or restaurant faces major social barriers such as social status,
traditions, religion, serving alcohol [religious outlooks] in addition to shame culture,
parents’ discouragement [especially for daughters].

Level of economic awareness about tourism in Jordan by high school graduates who
opted for an academic pursuit at Community Colleges or Universities is similar to their
parents. Still trade and manufacturing are in the lead; tourism in third place.

This also applies to awareness about the real potential of tourism in terms of job
creation.  Tourism comes in third place after trade and manufacturing.

Community college and university students have similar economic perceptions about
the industry. There is recognition that tourism has the biggest contribution to the national
economy however tourism comes in fourth place when it comes to offering a career path,
in  fifth  place  in  terms  of  job  security,  in  second  place  in  terms  of  pay  incentives  [one
month bonus, training etc…] and finally in third place in terms of highest wages.
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With such perceptions community college and university students have opted for
academic specializations other than tourism. Perceived lack  of  job  security  and  a  clear
career path are valid reasons for turning away from tourism specializations.

Who  and  what  influenced  the  choice  for  an academic pursuit? These are primarily
parents and grades followed  by  friends  and lastly by teacher. Teachers have every
opportunity to regain their ‘relevance’ in the educational and guidance process.

When probed with an opportunity to study an tourism specialization 38% of community
college and 31% of university students who opted for an academic pursuit other than
tourism would have seriously considered one tourism specialization. As many as 56% of

Graph 21 - Influencing Persons/Factors
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community college students and 34% of university students said their parents would have
approved of such a choice. But what stopped them from pursuing such study in tourism
specialization?

Again if we disqualify those who are simply not interested, social and economic
misconceptions and prejudices play the biggest role in stopping those students from
joining the tourism industry. Gender restrictions play an even greater role in particular
for those households with girl students who have not qualified for university studies.
The  high  level  of  ‘expected’  approval  from  such  families  for  their  children  to  go  to  the
tourism track at community colleges [56%] is understandable and for practical reasons,
mainly academic pre-qualifications.

Again as many as 62% of community college students and a similar 64% of university
students said they knew a colleague/friend or relative who chose an tourism
specialization. Almost  half  of  them  [49%  of  community  college  and  50%  of  university
students] knew a colleague/friend or relative who actually works in the tourism
industry.

Graph 22 - Why NOT Consider Tourism Study
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These landed jobs mainly with hotels and travel offices, a minority as waiters or
receptionists. What this indicates is that such first hand knowledge of peers did not
positively influence the outlooks of university and college students towards
employment in the tourism industry as evident from the graphs below.
When directly probed whether they had anything against working in the industry the
responses were split between ‘positive’ and ‘negative’ dispositions, at least where hotels
and restaurants were concerned.

It seems that community college students and for reasons we explained earlier on
academic pre-qualifications were more inclined to work in hotels and to a lesser degree
in restaurants. The same applied to some extent to university students.  However those
who had something against working in hotel or restaurants did so for mainly social
restrictions besides having no personal interest.

Does the picture look different with those high-school students who split after
completing  the  10th  grade  to  go  either  into  a  TOURISM  vocational  training  center  or
vocational high-school or those who completed high-school and went on to community
colleges or universities to study an tourism specialization?
The Majority of those ‘deciders’ did so primarily because tourism is interesting/of
personal interest and second because tourism offers job opportunities and reward. The
grades are another factor to take tourism specialization as well.

Graph 24 -
Job Preferences - University Students
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What or who influenced the students’ to make the tourism choice? Depending on the
case of the students, parents, friends, grades or teachers played a major role at varying
degrees. For tourism VTC students, parents and friends played the greatest role.
For toursim high-school students, parents, friends and grades played equally important
roles. For tourism community college students, parents and friends, like VTC students,
played the greatest role.

And finally for tourism university students, the grades played the most important role,
followed by parents and friends.
Again the teacher had a lesser role to play, and the higher the level of students the lower
the teacher’s role becomes.

The issue of academic pre-qualifications plays a major role in how parents influence their
children. A son or daughter who is not excelling academically and the potential of him or

Graph 25-
Reasons for Choosing Tourism Specializations
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her getting through to university is slim then one can safely assume, due to high ‘positive
influence rates’ that parents see tourism as the next best career venue for their children.

Now that these students have already decided on their academic/career path in the
tourism industry a level of satisfaction from such a choice could be gauged. Was it the
right decision? It is important that these students have no regrets as they can influence
others in many ways.

Students at VTC’s, vocational high-school and community colleges seem to be the
happiest about their choice. At university level such enthusiasm seems to be somewhat
muted. This satisfaction is however coupled with some reservations about teaching staff,
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curriculum, English language classes, training equipment and facilities as well as practical
training opportunities.

Such goodwill must be coupled however with further enhancement and improvement to
the tourism educational and teaching process. There is an obvious dissatisfaction over
many aspects of the tourism educational process. VTCs seem to be doing quite well on all
fronts except English language classes which is a major shortcoming common to all
institutions. High-schools seem also to be doing somewhat better but need improvement.
Least satisfaction is obviously at community colleges and to a greater degree at
universities and on all fronts of the process in particular curriculum, English language
classes, training equipment and facilities as well as availability of practical experience.
With the exception of vocational high-schools, the following graph clearly indicates the
lack of opportunities for practical experience at major tourism outlets.

Graph 28 -  Satisfaction Levels at Tourism Edu Institutions -
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Graph 29 -  Practical Training at Tourism Outlets
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Once they complete their VTC education, 81% of VTC students would join the labor
market VS 16% would go on to a university. These VTC students must be qualified enough
to join the tourism market otherwise they will surely create disgruntlement by the
industry principals.
In contrast 66% of vocational high-school students would join a university, 14% a
community college while 21% would join the labor market.

On all counts the hotel sector seems to be the most preferred destination for all
graduating students, followed by travel offices. Restaurants, except for vocational high-
school graduates who do not make up a major segment, are not a preferred destination.
We can assume that there is  a  need for regulating the restaurant business in terms of
labor pay, benefits and working conditions as we have seen earlier in the analysis.

As many as 41% of  graduating VTC students and 54% of  vocational  high-school  students
would opt for higher education in an tourism specialization.
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Summary
Career Deciders

The target group is students at High-Schools, Vocational Centers, Community Colleges and
Universities, both in the non-vocational academic track as well as in the
vocational/tourism tracks.

In support of parents’ preference for a ‘certificate’ of some sort the overwhelming
majority of high-school students would opt for university studies. A tiny minority
would opt to join a Community College.

A tourism academic specialization for high-school students at university is not a
primary choice. A tiny minority would contemplate such an academic route. Many
factors play a role: grades, parents’ and family’s influence as well as social status
and social prejudices. Lack of awareness on the ‘economic’ benefits of the industry
itself is another important factor, such as pay, benefits, job security and career
prospects.

The closer high-school students get to graduation [final school year] the less
‘decided’  they  are  on  what  sort  of  academic  venue  they  should  take.   This  may
present an opportunity to promote careers in tourism. Appropriate career
counseling is needed. Parents are still the primary ‘career counselors’ for
graduating students. Teachers play a smaller role.

High school students [10th graders] with lower academic achievement or pre-
qualifications for higher education who joined an tourism vocational stream could
be a major source of career prospects for the industry. Tourism remains to be the
more ‘glamorous’ of all the vocations if not the highest paying.

Again, those ‘career deciders’ who have chosen an tourism specialization in
various educational institutions are generally very happy with their choice. These
make great testimonials and ‘endorsers’. Yet, and especially at universities,
students have reservations, some major, on quality of education, curricula and
practical training opportunities.

Industry and educational institutions should team up, not only to meet market
needs but also project a high level of goodwill and image that would eventually
break social barriers and misconceptions.
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Section III. CAREER ENDORSERS
A. Hospitality and Tourism Industry Patrons and Employees

Without the support and the endorsement of the tourism industry neither tourism as a
prime national economic sector would thrive nor it would attract the necessary skilled
manpower and consequently raise its standards to international and regional levels or
become the largest single employer in the country.  As it is, social and economic
misconceptions about the industry constitute main obstacles to attracting young and
skilled talent of both sexes as well as contributing to the development and livelihoods of
local communities with tourist attractions around the Kingdom.

Almost 60% of those engaged in the toursim industry feel the sector has improved over
the last three years and predict it will grow and prosper over the next three years. This
is a first-hand testimony that the industry is thriving and going strong and that it is living
up to the national expectations.

In spite of this optimism, the industry, both patrons and employees, believe the main
three problems/obstacles to the growth of tourism in Jordan are generally high and rising
prices and taxes, followed in second place by lack of public facilities and cleanliness and
in third place lack of promotion and awareness.  Lack of skilled labor is also a challenge.

Graph 31- Obstacles Tourism Faces Today
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These problems and obstacles repeat themselves at varying degrees across the individual
major sectors of the industry like hotels, restaurants, travel offices, car rentals, taxi drivers
and tour guides. Main three problems hotels,  for  example,  face today are lack of  skilled
employees [26% mention], competition and sector related problems [21%] and high
costs/taxes [12%]. Restaurants face today competition and sector related problems
[26%], high costs/taxes [12%] and lack of skilled employees [10%]. Tour operators face
today competition and sector related problems [25%] and high costs/taxes [24%].

However, 44% of all those working in the industry are content with their work, and 47%
are somewhat content. Those working in travel offices, car rentals agencies or operate
taxis seem to be less content in comparison.

Training courses have been offered. 57% of the ‘trade’ participated or one out of
two…an indicator that further development is being looked after. However whether these
training courses were sufficient or relevant is another story.

Graph 32 - Tourism Sector Contentment with Work
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Graph 33 - Tourism Sector Training Offered
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On the whole, participants benefited a lot from these courses, however, it looks like the
most needed courses were not sufficiently offered such as communication skills, ’yes-I-
can–skills’, English language and hospitality.
In general there is a sense of pride in the industry and its achievements. As many as 77%
think the tourism industry provides jobs with a better future than other sectors, and a
similar 72% encourage others to join the industry. These are great endorsements that
can be used to ‘convince’ others and cast off many of the economic and social
misconceptions about the industry proper.
Further proof that the industry is doing well and is on the right track is the testimonials
by the trade. 64% mentioned that current jobs offer good material reward, 55% future
career path and 54% job security.

Finally, hotel and restaurant patrons were asked about  recruitment,  level  of  skills  and
work ethics.   Although the sample of  patrons was small  [part  of  the larger trade],  the
responses can be taken as credible indicators.

62% of hotel owners said it was difficult to recruit waiters, 48% hospitability assistants
and house keeping staff and 43% chefs.
On the other hand,  70% of restaurant owners said it  was difficult  to recruit  waiters  and
chefs and 60% hospitability assistants.

Graph 34 -  Trade Testimonials
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Graph 35 -  Recruitment Difficulties
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This must validate somehow what tourism insiders’ claim of major shortages for skilled
labor in the industry and what these findings also support.

Hotel owners claim low levels of skills by waiters, hospitality assistants and
housekeeping staff. Restaurants support a similar claim confirming low levels of skills by
waiters and hospitality assistants. Yet these employees seem to have good work ethics
standards and seek self development. If this indicates something it indicates that the
human resources are there but they need rigorous, relevant, practical and quality
training.

Finally hotel and restaurant owners recruit their workers and employees through
newspapers, 58%, universities, 53%, VTCs, 67% and private recruitment companies, 16%.
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Graph 36b-  Level of Skills
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Graph 37 -  Work Ethics
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B. Tourism Teachers and Trainers
[Universities, Community Colleges, Vocational Training Centers and High Schools]

These, along with the trade are important and influential career promoters.  They are
closest to the students at all levels and they are the educators of future tourism human
resources and capital.

Asked to assess its importance to the Jordanian economy compared to other economic
sectors, teachers, trainers and instructors at tourism educational and training institutions
gave it the number one ranking.

Tourism teachers and trainers also recognize the growth of the tourism sector within the
past years along with telecom and construction over other sectors of the economy.

Tourism teachers and trainers recognized the high level of growth the tourism sector has
achieved as well. 36% of tourism teachers/trainers said tourism grew the most in the past
three years followed by telecom at 35% mention...

84% of tourism teachers and trainers positively project the great potential of the tourism
industry and 49% predict tourism to be the fastest growing sector in the coming three
years followed by 24% for telecom and 11% for construction.
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29% believe tourism to be the sector creating most jobs.

Tourism teachers and trainers also believe that the tourism sector has made considerable
advancement compared to neighboring Arab countries. On a scale from 1 to10 tourism
scored 6.9 out of 10 or 69%
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They also believe certain sectors of the tourism industry are ‘advanced’ to a great deal,
primarily the hotel sector. Tourism teachers and trainers tend to be ‘insiders’ hence a
more critical assessment of certain sectors mainly ‘travel organizers’ and guides as we see
below.

Table 3 – Tourism Trainers - Industry Sector Advancement – ‘Well advanced’ Responses

Teachers
Industry Sector

%

Hotel 46

Restaurants 31

Travel Offices 24

Inbound Tour Operators 16

Tour Guides 21

Car Rentals Agencies 35

Popular Handicrafts 18

Tourism teachers and trainers have a more pronounced take on the shortcomings and the
obstacles to attracting larger numbers of tourists to the tourist areas where they live.
They see lack of promotion, weak site management, lack of facilities [restaurants and
restrooms…etc], lack of interest by the local community as well as lack of skilled labor and
infrastructure as main obstacles.

In order to gauge first hand experience and exposure, tourism teachers and trainers were
asked about their latest traveling activities as well. Two thirds of tourism
teachers/trainers traveled for one night stay or more in the past three years within

Graph 43 - Obstacles & Shortcomings to Local Tourism
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Jordan; 47% to Aqaba, 17% to Petra, 11% to Wadi Rum and only 6% to the Dead Sea, 4%
to Ma’in Springs and Jersah,3%  Umm Qais, 2% to Amman and 1% to Karak and Azraq.

In their opinion main obstacles to visiting sites are lack of public facilities [resting places
and rest rooms] at 28% followed by financial reasons and affordability at 29% combined
transportation and distances at 17% and promotion at also17%.

With the exception of the South, short/day trips were popular for obvious reasons of
affordability and distances.

Table 4 – Sites Visited

YES Visited Sites Teachers %

Jerash 90

Dead Sea 95

Ma’in Springs 71

Amphitheatre Amman 89

Mount Nebo 44

Baptism Site 38

Kerak Castle 53

Aqaba 91

Petra 78

Wadi Rum 54

Dana Reserve 39

Afra Springs 28

Ajloun Castle 76

Umm Qais 74

Graph 44 - Obstacles to Visiting Tourist Sites
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In contrast 55% of tourism teachers/trainers traveled in the past three years abroad.
Main destinations, were Syria, Lebanon, Egypt and Europe.

Being the closest to career deciders, we probed tourism teachers and trainers on outlooks
of their students who have chosen an tourism specialization at Universities, Community
Colleges, Vocational Centers and Schools towards such specializations…

49% of those teachers believe that their students/trainees have chosen this
specialization  because  it  provides  them  with  a  ‘job  opportunity’  VS  37%  because  it
provides them with a ‘good career path’.  Whether their decisions were motivated by
sheer practical thinking [job opportunity] or by career orientation is quite positive.

In response to a question, 79% of all tourism teachers and trainers maintained they were
still in touch with their graduate students of whom as many as 95% landed a job in the
industry, 92% of them in hotels, and 74% in restaurants.

They also believed that 28% of these graduates were very satisfied with their job
situation and 63% were somewhat satisfied.
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Since these trainers are part of the tourism educational process they were asked to
evaluate both offered curricula and facilities. Their feedback is telling:

Only 39% thought curricula were sufficient and useful,
As many as 89% thought they needed development,
33% thought they needed to be curtailed,
52% thought curricula strikes a balance between practice and theory,
And the majority, 74%, thought curricula must provide more practical training.

Finally tourism teachers and trainers were asked to evaluate themselves, curricula in
general and training facilities:

59% were content with teaching staff VS 39% somewhat content
Not many, 24% were content with tourism curricula VS 55% somewhat content
Only  29%  were  content  with  English  language  teaching  level  VS  35%  somewhat
content
37% were content with training equipment VS 40% somewhat content
37% were content with training halls and buildings VS 33% somewhat content
39% were content with practical training opportunities VS 34% somewhat content.

Graph 47 - Curricula Evaluation
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Summary
Career Endorsers

This target group is comprised of tourism Patrons and Employees as well as Teachers and
Trainers. Tourism patrons and employees, as well as teachers and trainers, are ‘insiders’
who obviously have a closer knowledge of the industry, its success and its potential.

A majority feels that the tourism industry has improved over the last three years
and predict it will grow and prosper over the next three years.

They see the main obstacles to the growth of the industry from a totally different
perspective than the average Jordanian. These are high prices and taxes, followed
by lack of facilities and cleanliness and lack of promotion. Lack of skilled labour is
also a challenge.

A majority express a good level of contentment and satisfaction about working in
tourism.

Offered training seems to be adequate but not relevant.

Industry must work on enhancing trade ‘endorsements’ such as career path and
job security along with wage standards, best practice and labor regulations.

Patrons still find it difficult to recruit ‘quality’ personnel and claim low levels of
skills. In partnership with educational institutions they need and should review
curricula and education quality and effect the necessary changes towards meeting
market demands.
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Section IV.OPINION FORMERS
Senior Government Officials, Parliamentarians, Political Party Leaders, Unionists,
Journalists and Business People

These are the shakers and the movers, as they are the policy makers, regulators and
opinion shapers. Tourism awareness and promotion, protection and regulation,
investment and development depend on these opinion formers. Do they however
recognize the high level of growth the tourism sector has achieved? Do they positively
project the great potential of the tourism industry and predict tourism will grow in the
coming three years as the fastest growing sector?

Like other members of society these opinion formers build their economic and social
perceptions of the tourism industry from first hand experience, facts and figures,
exposure and travel, but also culture and religion, traditions and prejudices.

42% of opinion formers estimated the tourism industry to have improved during the last
three years. 32% said it remained unchanged and 26% said it regressed.
They don’t see the industry grow considerably over the next three years. Just one in five
predicts it would grow a great deal. In contrast 60% of tourism industry stakeholders
[patrons and employees] or the ‘insiders’ feel the sector has improved over the last three
years and a similar 60% predict it will grow and prosper over the next three years.

In order to gauge their perceptions to what extent they believed sectors of the tourism
industry are advanced compared to other countries, we asked the opinion formers if they
have traveled outside Jordan during the last  three years.  81% traveled abroad mainly to
Europe, 20%, Egypt, 18%, Lebanon, 11% and Syria 13%.

Based on that exposure and first hand travel experience these opinion formers assessed
the level of ‘advancement’ at various tourism establishments in Jordan.
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Table 5 – Opinion Formers - Industry Sector Advancement – ‘Well advanced’ Responses

Parents

Tourism

Teachers and

Trainers

Opinion Formers

Industry Sector

% % %

Hotel 48 46 53

Restaurants 50 37 35

Travel Offices 42 24 20

Inbound Tour Operators 33 16 NA

Tour Guides 34 21 15

Car Rentals Agencies 55 35 32

Popular Handicrafts 37 18 22

When compared with parents and tourism teachers, opinion formers seem to have similar
assessments to tourism teachers and trainers, and are most critical of the level of ‘tour
guides’ that were defined as one of the ‘obstacles’ to the growth of the tourism industry
by the trade itself.

However, when it comes to industry knowledge, through ‘facts and figures’, opinion
formers were not that knowledgeable. In fact, only small minorities of opinion formers
were  able  to  give  the  right  responses  in  a  multiple  choice  exercise  about  the
contribution of tourism to GDP, number of direct employees in the tourism industry and
tourism national receipts.

Only  30%  guessed  that  contribution  of  tourism  to  GDP  was  14%  VS  70%  who  guessed
wrong or did not know; only 24% guessed that the industry employs 38,000 employees
directly VS 32% who guessed wrong and a whole 44% did not know; and only a very tiny
9% who guessed that Jordan’s tourism receipts were JOD 2.1 billion in 2008 VS 57% who
guessed wrong and 34% who did not know.

Graph 50b -  Number of Direct Employees in H&T
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Opinion formers believed there were constraints facing the tourism industry today.
Almost half of opinion formers blamed Ministry of Tourism and Antiquities and Jordan
Tourism Board for insufficient promotion.

Almost half of opinion formers blame the official tourism patron of not doing much in
terms of promotional activities ignoring the fact that this requires major funding and
that this funding is a direct result of their own ‘influence’,  and endorsement.

Opinion formers see main advantages of tourism mainly country and product promotion,
receipts, infrastructure, job creation and exposure to other cultures. They also see certain
disadvantages such as foreign culture, price increases and disadvantages to other
economic sectors.

Graph 51- Constraints Tourism Faces Today
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In spite of recognizing what tourism can do for the country, there were similar voices who
thought culture and traditions were at stake. 71% said the industry provides jobs with
better future than other sectors in terms of career and working conditions.

Back to their local communities, 50% of opinion formers claimed to have tourist sites in
their  area  of  residence,  and  42%  of  those  opinion  formers  claim  that  tourism
contributed to the development of their area and only 28% of those same opinion
formers saw job opportunities created as a result. This is similar to what the parents also
claimed to have witnessed in their own areas as well.

80%  of  opinion  formers  had  a  family  member  or  an  acquaintance  who  was  expected  to
join a university of community college in the next two years. 65% said they would
encourage that person to take up a tourism specialization.

Graph 52a -  Advantages of Touriism
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Summary
Opinion Formers

Senior Government Officials, Parliamentarians, Political Party Leaders, Unionists,
Journalists and Business People

Like other members of society these opinion formers build their economic and social
perceptions from first hand experience, facts and figures, exposure and travel, but also
culture and religion, traditions and prejudices.

Less than half of opinion formers recognize the high level of growth the tourism
sector has achieved. They don’t see however the industry growing considerably
over the next three years.

When it comes to industry knowledge, through ‘facts and figures’, opinion formers
were not that knowledgeable. In fact, only small minorities of the opinion formers
were able to give the right responses in a multiple choice exercise about the
contribution of tourism to GDP, number of direct employees in the tourism
industry and tourism receipts.

Opinion formers believed there were several constraints facing the tourism
industry today. Among other things, almost half of opinion formers blame the
official tourism patron of not doing much in terms of promotional activities.

Opinion formers see main advantages of tourism; mainly country and product
promotion, receipts, infrastructure, job creation and exposure to other cultures.
They also see certain disadvantages such as foreign culture, price increases and
disadvantages to other economic sectors.


